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There is something rotten ...
10% of patients admitted to hospital suffer iatrogenic harm. More 
than half of this could have been prevented if staff had followed 
established good practice. (Vincent et al. BMJ, 2001)

The rate of adverse events in acute care ranges from 3% to 17% 
(international studies).

CA Medical Insurance Feasibility study (Mills, 1978)
4.65% iatrogenic harm (20 864 cases from 23 hospitals
Adverse effects of treatment or procedures: 82%
Effects of incomplete diagnosis or treatment: 15%
Effects of incomplete prevention or protection: 3%

Harvard Medical Practice Study (Brennan et al., 1991).
30 121 cases from acute care hospitals in NY State in 1984. 
Adverse events rate: 3.7%. The influence of negligence varied from 22.2 – 51.3% and 
was significantly higher for the more serious outcomes.
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“Act of god”“Act of god” Technical 
failure

Technical 
failure

A need to explain and understand ...

The types of causes have changed over time, but we still believe in causality

Human
factor

Human
factor

Organisational 
culture

Organisational 
culture

Complex 
systems
Complex 
systems

A need to 
be safe

A need to 
feel safe
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… and to feel safe, secure, and stable

“(t)o trace something unknown back to something known is 
alleviating, soothing, gratifying and gives moreover a feeling of power. 

Danger, disquiet, anxiety attend the unknown – the first instinct is 
to eliminate these distressing states. First principle: any 

explanation is better than none …”
“The cause creating drive is thus conditioned and excited by the 

feeling of fear.” 

“Twilight of the Idols”
Friedrich Wilhelm Nietzsche (1844-1900)

Maslow’s hierarchy 
of needs.
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Find the component that 
failed by reasoning backwards 
from the final consequence. 

Find the probability that 
something “breaks”, either 
alone or by simple, logical 

and fixed combinations.

Simple, linear model (cause-effect chain)

If accidents are the 
culmination of a chain 

of events ...

… then risks can be 
found as the probability 
of component failures

Simple linear models 
(cause-effect chains)

Heinrich 
(1931)

Human 
error

Mechanical 
hazard
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Composite linear models

Look for how degraded barriers or 
defences combined with an active 
(human) failure.

Combinations of single failures and 
latent conditions, leading to 

degradation of barriers and defences. 

If accidents happen as a 
combination of active 

failures and latent 
conditions ...

… then risks are the 
likelihood of weakened 

defences in combination 
with active failures

Composite linear 
models
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The causality credo
(1) Adverse outcomes happen because something has gone wrong. 
(2)Adverse outcomes therefore have causes, which can be found and treated.
(3) All accidents are preventable (zero harm principle).

Find the component that 
failed by reasoning 

backwards from the final 
consequence.

Accidents result from a 
combination of active 

failures (unsafe acts) and 
latent conditions (hazards). 

Find the probability that  
components “break”, either 
alone or in simple  
combinations.

Look for combinations of  
failures and latent 
conditions that may  
constitute a risk. 

Accident investigation Risk analysis
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Different process      different outcome

Success 
(no adverse 

events)

Failure 
(accidents, 
incidents)

Function (work 
as imagined)

Malfunction, 
non-compliance,

error
Unacceptable 

outcomes

Acceptable 
outcomes

Things that go right and things that go wrong 
happen in different ways.
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Increasing safety by reducing failures

Success 
(no adverse 

events)

Failure 
(accidents, 
incidents)

Function (work 
as imagined)

Malfunction, 
non-compliance,

error
Unacceptable 

outcomes

Acceptable 
outcomes

“Identification and measurement of adverse 
medical events is central to patient safety.”

“Simple and non-negotiable standards”“Zero Accident Mindset” “No repeats”
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Safety-I – when nothing goes wrong

Safety is the condition where the number of 
adverse outcomes (accidents / incidents / near 
misses) is as low as possible.

If we want something to 
increase, why do we use a proxy 

measure that decreases?

The premise for Safety-I is the 
need to understand why accidents 

happen.

The premise for Safety-I is the 
need to understand why accidents 

happen.

Safety-I is defined by its opposite – 
by the lack of safety (accidents, 

incidents, risks).

Safety-I is defined by its opposite – 
by the lack of safety (accidents, 

incidents, risks).

Accidents and incidents are 
situations that, by definition,  

lack safety.

How can we improve safety by 
studying situations where there 

is NO safety?
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Why only look at what goes wrong?

Focus is on what goes 
wrong. Look for failures 
and malfunctions. Try to 
eliminate causes and  
improve barriers.

Focus is on what goes 
right. Use that to 

understand  everyday 
performance, to do 

better and to be safer.

Adverse outcomes = 
Absence of safety

10-4 := 1 failure in 10.000 events

1 - 10-4 := 9.999 “successes” 
in 10.000 events

Safety and core business help 
each other. Learning uses 

most of the data available

Safety and core business 
compete for resources. 
Learning only uses a fraction 
of the data available

Intended outcomes = 
Presence of safety
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The need to “imagine” how others work

Plan and design work: 
roles, workplace

Manage work: 
“lean” - quality - guidelines

Manage safety: 
investigations & auditing

Work-As-Imagined Work-As-Imagined Work-As-Imagined

Work-As-Done
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Designer(s)

What support does the people need?Work-as-
imagined

Designing for work-as-imagined

How should it be provided?

How will it fit existing ways of working? 

How should it be used correctly?

What have they been thinking of?

What is this supposed to do?

Why does it not fit the way we work?

How can we get it to work?
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We all have to think about work

Work-As-Done
What I do!

Work-As-Done
What I do!

Work-As-Done
What we do!

Work-As-Imagined
What they (should) do

Work-As-Imagined
What they (should) do

Work-As-Imagined
What someone did

Work-As-Imagined
What someone should do

Plans are the structure of behaviour

Work-As-Imagined
What someone didt
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Work as imagined – work as done
Work-as-imagined (formal work) is what 

designers, managers, regulators, and 
authorities believe happens or should 

happen. 

Work-as-done (informal work) is what people 
have to do to get the job done. It is what 

actually happens. 

Failure is explained as a breakdown or 
malfunctioning of a system and/or its 

components (non-compliance, violations, 
error). 

Individuals and organisations must 
adjust what they do to the current 
conditions. Performance variability is 

necessary for things to work.
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Everyday clinical work must be flexible

Resources (time, manpower, 
materials, information, etc.) 

may be limited and 
uncertain.

People adjust what they do
to match the situation. 

Performance variability is inevitable, ubiquitous, and necessary.

Because of resource limitations, performance 
adjustments will always be approximate. 

Performance variability is 
the reason why things 
sometimes go wrong.

Performance variability is 
the reason why everyday 

work is safe and effective.
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Work as imagined – follow the rules!

Carthey et al (2011). Breaking the rules: understanding non-compliance with 
policies and guidelines. BMJ

Emergency surgery on a fractured 
neck of femur involves app. 75 clinical 
guidelines and policies.

UK Government guideline on “Working 
Together to Safeguard Children” is 
390 pages long!
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Medication’s 30-minute rule

The “30-minute rule” is a requirement in the Centers for 
Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) Conditions of 
Participation Interpretive Guidelines to administer 
scheduled medications within 30 minutes before or after 
the scheduled time.

Responses from 17,500 front-line nurses (USA) showed 
that most nurses felt that the 30-minute rule was unsafe, unrealistic, impractical, 
and virtually impossible to follow. For 70% of the nurses, their organization enforces 
the 30-minute rule. Of these nurses, only 5% were always able to comply with the 
policy, while 59% were infrequently or only sometimes compliant.

For paper Medication Administration Record systems, nurses often 
initial the medication entry or document the drug as being 
administered at the scheduled time, not the actual time.
For eMAR systems, many nurses documented drug administration 
at the scheduled time, not the actual time. 
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Work as imagined – follow the rules!

Internet Only Manual (IOM)
Contains 1164 ‘Regulations and Interpretive Guidelines’ on 457 pages.

Survey Protocol - Introduction
(Rev. 37, Issued: 10-17-08; Effective/Implementation Date: 10-17-08)
Hospitals are required to be in compliance with the Federal requirements set forth in The Medicare 
Conditions of Participation (CoP) in order to receive Medicare/Medicaid payment. The goal of a hospital 
survey is to determine if the hospital is in compliance with the CoP set forth at 42 CFR Part 482. Also, 
where appropriate, the hospital must be in compliance with the PPS exclusionary criteria at 42 CFR 
412.20 Subpart B and the swing-bed requirements at 42 CFR 482.66.
Certification of hospital compliance with the CoP is accomplished through observations, interviews, and 
document/record reviews. The survey process focuses on a hospital’s performance of patient - focused 
and organizational functions and processes. The hospital survey is the means used to assess compliance 
with Federal health, safety, and quality standards that will assure that the beneficiary receives safe, 
quality care and services.
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What happens when work is interrupted?

Doctors were interrupted 6.6 times/h. 
11% of all tasks were interrupted, 3.3% more than once. 
Doctors multitasked for 12.8% of time. 
The mean TOT was 1:26 min. Interruptions were associated with 
a significant increase in TOT. When accounting for length-biased 
sampling, interrupted tasks were unexpectedly completed in a 
shorter time than uninterrupted tasks. 
Doctors failed to return to 18.5% of 
interrupted tasks.

In an Australian study 210 hours of observation (131 sessions) 
found the following: 

Westbrook, J. I. et al. (2010). The impact of interruptions on clinical task completion. Qual Saf Health Care, 19(4). 

Average task time (min) for Emergency physicians
Direct care 2.88 (2.34 to 3.42) 
Indirect care 1.44 (1.29 to 1.60) 
Professional communication 0.99 (0.90 to 1.09) 
Documentation 2.28 (1.74 to 2.81)
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Blood transfusion
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How are adjustments made?

MAINTAIN/CREATE

conditions that are necessary 
to carry out the work.

COMPENSATE FOR

conditions that makes 
work difficult or 

impossible.

AVOID

anything that may have 
negative consequences 
for  yourself, your group, 

or organisation
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Highly individualized and sometimes unpredictable.
Not simple, non-linear.
Time constrained.
Complex dynamic ETTOs (workarounds, shortcuts).
Local rationality – conflicting priorities and tasks.
Mentally stressful.
Reliance on memory / few cues.

‘Hand over’ of patients

HANDOVER CHECKLIST

EDIS boxes completed

All available results 
acknowledged

Interim order plan completed
or

Discharge letter completed
(if applicable)

No Yes

HANDOVER
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The second, ‘secret’ hand-over

 Senior nurses thought this represented duplication, but 
clinical front line staff felt it told a more complete story and 

reduced the risk that important information was missed. 
Clinicians were adjusting to circumstances, providing 

tractability and increasing the capacity for resilience in the 
everyday activity of handing over patients.

The English NHS mandates formal handover of emergency 
patients from ambulance paramedics to receiving clinicians. 
Staff use a structured communication tool providing 
information to the nurse in charge who passes it to the bedside 
nurse. 

Observations showed that paramedics and bedside nurses conducted a “secret 
second handover”. 
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Same process      different outcomes

Success 
(no adverse 

events)

Failure 
(accidents, 
incidents)

Everyday work 
(performance 

variability)

Unacceptable 
outcomes

Acceptable 
outcomes

Function (work 
as imagined)

Malfunction, 
non-compliance,

error

Things that go right and things that 
go wrong happen in the same way.
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Increase safety by doing things right

Success 
(no adverse 

events)

Failure 
(accidents, 
incidents)

Everyday work 
(performance 

variability)

Unacceptable 
outcomes

Acceptable 
outcomes

Function (work 
as imagined)

Malfunction, 
non-compliance,

error

Safety must be begin by understanding the 
variability of everyday performance.

Constraining performance variability to remove 
failures will also remove successful everyday work.
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What should we be looking for?

When we notice 
something that 

has gone wrong …

… it is a safe bet 
that it has gone right 
many times before …

… and that it will 
go right many 

times in the future.

… we need to 
understand HOW this 

happens!

In order to 
understand WHY this 

happened ...
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Individuals and organisations must adjust 
everything they do to match the current 

conditions. Everyday performance must be 
variable in order for things to work.

Safety II – when everything goes right

Performance 
variability

Unacceptable 
outcomes

Acceptable 
outcomes

Safety-II: Safety is a condition where the number of successful outcomes (meaning 
everyday work) is as high as possible.  It is the ability to succeed under varying 
conditions.

Safety-II is achieved by trying to make sure that things go right, rather than 
by preventing them from going wrong.

The focus is on everyday 
situations where things go 

right – as they should. 

The focus is on everyday 
situations where things go 

right – as they should. 
Safety is defined by its 

presence.
Safety is defined by its 

presence.
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Resilient health care

Resilience is an expression of how people, alone or together, cope with everyday 
situations - large and small – by adjusting their performance to the conditions.

An organisation’s performance is resilient if it can function as required under 
expected and unexpected conditions alike (changes / disturbances / opportunities). 

AnticipateMonitorLearn

Respond

To do so, the organisation must be able to adjust its functioning prior to, during, or 
following events. The organisation must therefore have the abilities to respond, 
monitor, learn, and anticipate.
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What makes performance resilient?

CREATE & MAINTAIN

conditions required for 
work to be done

COMPENSATE FOR

conditions that may 
impede  work to be done

AVOID

anything that may 
imperil your or your 

organisation

AnticipateMonitorLearn

Respond

Improve everyday performance by being 
able to respond to threats and 
opportunities alike

Improve everyday performance by 
being able to learn both from what 

goes right and what goes wrong.

Improve everyday performance 
by being able to anticipate long-

term changes to demands and 
resources.

Improve everyday performance by 
being able to monitor what 
happens externally and internally.
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Resilience: Focus on everyday work

Things that 
go wrong

Things that are 
difficult but go right

Early completion
Excellence
Innovation

Unwanted outcomes Planned outcomes Positive surprises
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Assessing the potential for resilience

AnticipateMonitorLearn

Respond

Which events can the system respond to?
How were events and responses chosen?
When is a response given (threshold)?
How is readiness maintained and ensured?
… … … 

What is learning based on?
When does learning take place?
How are learning outcomes implemented?
How is learning maintained and verified?
… … … 

How have indicators been defined?
Are they leading or lagging?
When are indicators ‘read’?
What is the validity of indicators?
… … … 

What is the ‘official’ model of the future?
What is the time horizon of anticipation?
Which risks are acceptable/affordable?
Who thinks about the future and when?
… … … 
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Resilience Analysis Grid (RAG)

RAG profile for the ability to respond (constructed example)
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Resilience Analysis Grid (RAG)

RAG profiles from different groups 
of staff (actual data)
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What does responding depend on?
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What does monitoring depend on?
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What does learning depend on?
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What does anticipation depend on?
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Revise safety management practices

Look for what goes right - ‘breadth-before-depth’

Look for ‘work-as-done’ - the habitual adjustments and why they are made
Creating and maintaining good working conditions
Compensating for something that is missing
Avoid future problems

Learning from events that are frequent rather than severe

Remain sensitive to the possibility of failure (mindfulness)

The arbitrariness of accident analysis

Avoid being complacent. 
Past successes are no guarantee for future performance.

The accumulated effects of many small events can be larger than one big event.
It is easier to improve on small events than on large ones.
No need to wait for an accident to learn.
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Towards resilient health care

We are safe if 
there is as little 
as possible of 

this

Safety-I: 
No “lack of safety”

Safety-II: 
Resilient safety 
management

We are safe if 
there is as much 

as possible of 
this

Prevent, eliminate, constrain.
Safety, quality, etc. are different 
and require different measures 

and methods.

Support, augment, facilitate. 
Safety, quality, etc. are inseparable 
and need matching measures and 

methods.
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Thank you for your attention

www.resilienthealthcare.net
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